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Conceived as a foil to alleged interwar idealism, Realism enjoyed two decades as the dominant paradigm 

among International Relations scholars.  Waltz’s Theory of International Politics (TIP) may well have rescued 

Realism from irrelevance in an age of increasing ‘scientism’ and interdependence.1  By the 1970s, flourishing 

behaviouralism2 led to interest within the discipline in a more rigorous approach to international political 

enquiry, while growing economic and political interdependence threatened to undermine Realism’s conflictual 

worldview.3   Waltz self-consciously retreated from descriptive and proscriptive policy-orientation into 

theoretical analysis, endeavoring to replace Classical Realist ‘dialectical insight’4 with something of greater 

explanatory power.5  

The extent to which Waltz has advanced Realism’s analytical power will be assessed, but not by adopting a 

stringently positivist approach to theory evaluation, since Waltz began with a broader conception of theory;6 

not the conventional derivation of axioms about state conduct from empirical data,7 but a ‘creative’ and 

intuitive8 leap between the two:  a ‘picture, mentally formed’ of the international domain and the relations 

between its parts.9   Hence, a ‘softer, more interpretative’10 dual test will assess simply whether Waltz’s 

model is consistent with itself and with the facts.11  The practical utility of Waltz’s theory will be assessed in 

terms of prescriptive power and predictive adequacy.12  
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Realist assumptions about states’ quest for power, rooted for Classical Realists in a universal, vaguely 

sinister and ultimately unverifiable animus dominandi,13 are reformulated by Waltz.  The rationale for power-

maximization becomes entirely structural; more ‘palatable’ than an ‘elemental bio-psychological’ human drive 

to dominate,14 or a Niebuhrian notion of original sin,15 but still unverifiable.   

While Waltz succeeded in reducing a mind-boggling complex of real-world contingencies into a 

comprehensible framework, this advance has arguably been achieved more by truncation than by 

compression.  Neorealist theory is criticized as ‘sparse and underspecified’16 and in need of elaboration on 

fundamentals such as how much power is enough?  Implicit value assumptions,17 hallmarks of Neorealism18 

but not uncontentious, such as anarchy,19 power-maximization,20 state-centricity21 and state rationality as 

self-regarding decision-makers,22 are imported without comment into Waltz’s model – as if exempt from 

scientific review23 - leading to a number of critical analytical shortcomings. 

Morgenthau’s conception of power embraced economic, ideological, industrial, diplomatic and military 

dynamics and, by the late 1970s, others had clearly emerged on the IR agenda.  Alongside these issues, now 

ranked new “problems of energy, resources, environment, population, the uses of space and the seas,” 24 

and not just in the minds of liberal internationalists – this extended list was articulated by then Secretary of 

State Henry Kissinger.  Yet, in pursuit of parsimony, Waltz collapsed the entire international political realm 

into a single dimension of military power,25 consigning all unrelated international issues, such as trade, 

investment and migration, to irrelevance, so that his hypothesis that power-maximization necessarily and 

sufficiently explains state behaviour becomes unfalsifiable.   If all other aspects of international relations are 
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cancelled out of the equation, then of course politics can be reduced to a simple struggle for power,26 what 

else remains to explain what “all the fighting” has been about?27 

Waltz’s structural approach delinks the systemic level from the national in order to simplify the task of 

prediction,28 but arguably only at the cost of impairing its results.  In his system-level analytic model, unit-

level variables such as national configurations of power and domestic politics are filtered out as distracting 

noise.  Waltz assumes that political agency resides exclusively in the state29 and that states act and react 

only in relation to their external environment,30 neglecting the systemic effects of human agency, non-state 

actors and transnational relations.   

The quality of leadership and the role of personality in national policy are entirely discounted.  Waltz 

explained the resolution of the Cuban missile crisis thus: “Why fight if you can't win much and might lose 

everything?”31  Yet this apparent flippancy fails to register how close subsequent accounts reveal the great 

powers came to a nuclear exchange.32 Small contingencies might easily have led to a less felicitous outcome. 

Had Llewellyn Thompson, former US ambassador to Moscow and friend of Khrushchev, not been present at 

critical EXCOMM33 meetings to advise that only the first of two telegrams from the Kremlin (one conciliatory, 

one cantankerous) should form the basis of the US response.  Or had LeMay’s view of the inevitability of 

nuclear conflict and the disadvantage of postponement prevailed over dissenting views within Kennedy’s 

dovish inner circle.  Neither the role of rationality on either side, nor the inevitability of the outcome, should 
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be overstated.  Secretary McNamara reportedly remarked, “There is no longer such a thing as strategy; 

there is only crisis management,”34 and crisis management is arguably more art than science.35    

Denying the systemic influence of non-state actors, Mearsheimer admits, leaves Neorealists with “not a whole 

heck of a lot”36 to say about international terrorism, which triggered the US invasions of Afghanistan and 

Iraq; while the Realist emphasis on anarchy has only encouraged a tendency to downplay cooperation and 

interdependence.37  States’ social behaviour – their coalescence around international organizations such as 

the United Nations, their integration into the European Union, their increasing financial interdependence, and 

their pooling of sovereignty in what Lebow calls a ‘pluralistic security community’38 – are either regarded 

purely in terms of ‘power-balancing’ or are inadmissible.  ‘Global collectivist constructs’ such as transnational 

class and human interests are rendered incomprehensible 39 or recognized only to the extent that they affect 

the ‘competition for power’.40 

Waltz suggests his model ought to be measured by its explanatory power41 and its ‘fit’ with the real world.  

Yet, even judged on his own gentle terms, it fails to account satisfactorily for seismic systemic shifts such as 

the transformation from territorially disaggregated medieval anarchy into modern state-system,42 or the 

abrupt collapse of Cold War bipolarity.  Perhaps the biggest drawback of Waltz’s ‘statist’43 approach to 

political structure is that, because he regards states as functionally similar at the international level, he fails 

to differentiate between them and drops vital unit-level causes and effects entirely from his structural 

model.44 As a result, Waltz’s model focuses on continuity45 and lacks any transformational logic46 that could 

adequately explain or predict systemic change.  
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So much of the history of the state system has been about managing change within domestic political 

orders,47 and still Neorealism does not recognize domestic revolution, for example, as wielding any potential 

systemic effect.  Yet internal social conflict clearly has the potential to become internationalized; witness the 

‘Arab Awakening’ inaugurated earlier this year.  Indeed, around half of the past five hundred years have been 

marked by international revolution.48  Not only Liberals, but Neoclassical Realists appear to recognize the 

error inherent in excessive abstraction of the international from the domestic.49 

Classical Realists were predisposed to an historical approach to analysis,50 but Waltz treats the essence of 

international politics as entirely unhistorical,51perhaps for fear of losing the thread of ‘science’.52  Waltz’s 

‘presentism’ is regarded as a significant flaw,53 since it is necessary to contextualize international 

occurrences within the larger sequence of events in order to comprehend them.54  With inadequate bases for 

comparison, we may misjudge the continuity or the originality of present circumstances.55   

The rationality postulate is necessary to be able to infer states’ power-maximizing behaviour from 

international circumstances,56 yet Waltz’s ‘ambitious attempt’ leads to plainly incorrect predictions.57 It 

should be qualified according to the degree of environmental insecurity and the different national views of, 

and priorities among, state interests.58  Neoclassical Realists point out that relative power capabilities can 
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only drive state behaviour by influencing decision-makers59 and account must be taken, inter alia, of 

bounded rationality and disparities between states’ actual and perceived standing within the power 

rankings.60  States may act below their ‘power lines;’61a strong USA reduced military expenditure after the 

Second World War and diverted Marshall aid to underwrite British, German and Japanese economic revival;62 

on the other hand, leaders, like Hitler,63 ‘frequently have ambitions that range beyond the limits that power 

technically permits’.64 

 “[A]lmost any case study easily shows that the theory tells us less than we want to know”.65  While Waltz 

rightly pushes back against the idea of elaborating until his schema becomes a ‘1:1 map of reality’,66 

criticism that Waltz has erred on the side of elegant minimalism has some merit.  Waltz arguably neglects too 

much of the reality he seeks to explain – if a theory is abstracted to such a degree that its conclusions bear 

little resemblance to what occurs, then parsimony will have been achieved at too high a price.67 

While Carr described international dynamics, and Morgenthau aspired to provide a “diplomats’ manual of 

statecraft”,68 neither approach could claim predictive capability or support consistent policy conclusions;69 in 

fact, Realism could be invoked to justify almost any policy.70  In the first edition of The Twenty Years’ Crisis, 

Carr advocated appeasement and failed utterly to anticipate the scope of German territorial ambition.71 On 

the issue of US intervention in Vietnam, Realists Morgenthau, Kennan and (eventually) Niebuhr lined up in 

condemnation, citing ‘national interest’, opposite arch-realpolitikers Nixon and Kissinger, clearly operating 

under a conflicting Realist conception of the same national interest.72  Post-Waltzian Realists are still divided, 
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although now over issues such as whether bipolar systems are less war-prone than multipolar; whether 

nuclear-weapons amount to a systemic ‘game-changer’ or the degree of centrality of power in determining 

state behaviour.73  Waltz’s model has been dismissed as ‘an operator’s manual’ posing as a social theory,74 

but how effective is an operators’ manual that leads operators to diverse conclusions, sometimes 

diametrically opposed?  And which of the competing conclusions should be used to test the theory?75  During 

the 1970s, a period of crisis for Realism, there was said to be an ‘unsettled, inter-paradigm’ situation, where 

incommensurable paradigms co-existed.  Although TIP propelled Realism back to prominence, its tendency to 

generate conflicting policy suggestions has meant continued pluralism among Neorealists, suggesting little 

advance in prescriptive utility. 

Predictive adequacy is the final determinant of a good theory: a theory meeting all other criteria will not be 

acceptable unless it can approximate reality.76  The Neorealist balance of power model is simply inadequate 

to predict state behaviour, since states may relegate balance-of-power considerations below other, more 

urgent or less costly, national priorities that Waltz deems inadmissible, and behave in ways that the 

Neorealist model simply cannot envisage.  Soviet renunciation of its superpower status, its withdrawal from 

Eastern Europe, and its acquiescence to NATO expansion confounded Neorealist expectations that declining 

regional hegemons cling desperately to their standing.        

Any Waltzian gains in analytical power were achieved only at the expense of virtually severing the linkage 

between IR theory and practice, and of diminishing Realism’s prescriptive and predictive value.  Waltz’s 

neglect of history, human agency, domestic politics, interdependence and any other non-structural influences 

on state behaviour represent significant omissions.  Nevertheless, Waltz’s theory is regarded as among the 
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most influential in the history of IR scholarship.77  To the extent that TIP set new standards for ‘theory’, 78 it is 

not because Waltz provides a final and comprehensive analysis, so much as because he offers what became 

a foundation for many others: even Liberals accept core Waltzian assumptions such as anarchy.79  His 

minimalist analytic framework serves as a useful starting point for Neoclassical Realists and others, albeit 

subsequently and substantially extended, enriched and used in conjunction with other schema.  Nevertheless, 

theoretical knowledge is not an end in itself.  Waltz may have succeeded in reducing the perceived complexity 

of the international political system but he did so without rendering the actions of states significantly more 

understandable or predictable to policymakers.  (1,997 words) 
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